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Large companies are increasingly providing their services over interdomain data centers. Such large-scale wireless communication
networks carry various applications, including both online time-sensitive services and offline bandwidth-sensitive services. These
applications share the same physical links but have different bandwidth requirements at different time, making the coscheduling
problem a key challenge in improving the overall network utility. Most existing commercial systems reserve peak value bandwidth
for online time-sensitive services to ensure the quality of service and use the leftover bandwidth to transmit offline data in a best-
effort manner. Such systems cannot obtain high link utilizations because of the nonstationarity of online traffic. To solve this
problem, we present a dynamic isolated transmission (DIT) system in this paper, where a sliding-k algorithm is designed to
predict online traffic, and a bottleneck bypass routing scheme is proposed to schedule the mixed traffic in a shared inter-DC
wireless communication network. We conduct a series of experiments in an experimental inter-DC wireless communication
network to analyze for efficient network operation of the DIT and compare its performance with typical existing fix-
bandwidth-based solutions including Microsoft’s SWAN. The results show that DIT outperforms existing solutions, improving
the interdomain link utilization by 18% and the intradomain link utilization by 65%.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development and widespread application of
cloud computing, the construction of global infrastructure is
accelerating. The development of cloud computing has stimu-
lated the rapid deployment of interdata center (DC) wireless
communication networks, which provide efficient services by
connecting geographically distributed DCs [1]. Large-scale
Internet service providers, such as Google, Microsoft, Face-
book, Baidu, and Alibaba, have commenced the large-scale
deployment and operation of geographically distributed DCs
to provide better user experience [2].

To improve link utilization, online and offline applica-
tions are typically mixed-deployed in a physical inter-DC
network [3]. Although the amount of online traffic is moder-
ate, the requirement of effectiveness is high, and traffic
bursts occur frequently [4]. On the contrary, the amount
of offline traffic is high, while the requirement of timeliness
is relatively relaxed. With the large-scale application of cloud
technologies and the widespread construction of DCs,

enterprise-side information communication technology
(ICT) infrastructure is transitioning from the enterprise side
to the DC, reflecting the excellent advantages and improved
resource utilization of ICT infrastructure to a certain extent.
However, the overall inter-DC link utilization of wide-area
networks (WANs) remains quite low [5]. In typical cases,
even for very busy links, the average utilization rate is only
40% to 60% [6]. Transmitting data in time and meeting
the expected service deadline are the main challenges for
data transmission through inter-DC WANs.

Although there are many mature mixed-deployment sys-
tems, such as Microsoft’s SWAN [6] and Google’s B4 [7],
most of them adopt a fixed-bandwidth separation method
[8]. These scheduling schemes can be classified into three
categories. The most widely used method for allocating
bandwidth in the spatial dimension is the max-min fairness,
whereby flow weights are adjusted depending on their prior-
ities [6, 9]; in the time dimension, some systems [10, 11]
reserve the bandwidth for future resources; in the storage
dimension, some systems [12, 13] adopt the store-and-
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forward method, since most current systems are separated
by fixed bandwidth. When online traffic is idle at a low val-
ley, excess bandwidth cannot be released to offline traffic.

The fixed bandwidth separation method is where a
threshold is set for the bandwidth that can be utilized by
the offline traffic, and the bandwidth that can be occupied
by the offline traffic is limited to this range, so that even if
there is any spare bandwidth allocated to the online traffic,
the offline traffic cannot exceed the range of this threshold
to utilize the spare part of the bandwidth. As a result, there
is a significant waste of bandwidth. In this study, we aimed
to design a dynamic bandwidth isolation transmission sys-
tem to fully utilize inter-DC links. The simplified core idea
is shown in Figure 1. The grey area with bursts indicates
online traffic while the green blocks represent offline traffic.
An ideal scheduling algorithm should accurately predict the
amount of online traffic and then allocate the remaining
bandwidth to offline traffic. Thus, the bandwidth reserved
for online traffic will not be wasted even when online traffic
is in its valley.

To achieve this, we propose a transmission system based
on dynamic bandwidth isolation, called the dynamic isolated
transmission (DIT) system. In this method, instead of
setting a fixed-bandwidth upper limit for offline traffic, the
DIT system adjusts the available bandwidth dynamically.
With the help of a sliding-k prediction algorithm [14], the
system predicts the amount of online traffic in the next cycle
and then allocates the remaining bandwidth to the offline
traffic.

DIT not only takes into account the elasticity of network
bandwidth allocation for offline and online traffic but also
maximizes the utilization of inter-DC bandwidth. We
dynamically explore the set of paths available in the distrib-
uted data center wireless communication network based on
traffic demands, including the direct shortest path and other
paths with higher bandwidth. By elastically setting the con-
gestion threshold, we dynamically choose bottleneck-
bypass mechanisms to fully utilize the inter-DC links.

The following are the contributions of this paper:

(1) A dynamic bandwidth isolation system for large-
scale inter-DC data transmission is proposed

(2) A bottleneck bypass scheduling algorithm is
designed to efficiently transmit large amounts of off-
line traffic

(3) Demonstrating the practical benefits of DIT by a
real-world pilot deployment in Huawei. DIT system
has improved interdomain link utilization by 18%
and intradomain link utilization by 65%

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2
presents a brief overview of related works. Background and
problem formulation are given in Section 3. The proposed
DIT is presented in Section 4. Section 5 proposes scheduling
and routing algorithms. Section 6 gives experimental setup.
Section 7 demonstrates the experimental evaluation. At last,
Section 8 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

Traffic prediction and scheduling schemes for inter-DCs
have been widely studied. However, none of them can
directly solve our problems in DIT. Therefore, we analyze
the current research results from the framework design
and scheduling objectives.

2.1. Centralized Architecture. The TE of traditional distrib-
uted routing is suboptimal in most cases. For optimal sched-
uling, centralized scheduling must be used. Google
implements global scheduling through centralized TE.
Therefore, centralized scheduling of the bandwidth is feasi-
ble. In B4 [7], a software-defined network (SDN) gateway
integrates the topology from multiple sites into the TE con-
troller. Different application requirements were collected by
a bandwidth enforcer (BwE) [9] and then submitted to the
controller. With this global information, a centralized con-
troller allocates bandwidth in a max-min fairness manner,
which is performed from a global perspective. Baidu pointed
out that because of the lack of global information, local
scheduling decisions that depend on each server are usually
suboptimal. Therefore, Baidu proposed BDS [8], which is a
highly centralized structure that maintains the data trans-
mission state of the agent server through a central controller
in real time and updates global information in near real-time
to respond to dynamic performance changes and routing
decisions. Such a global scheduling system is complicated.
However, BDS decouples the control algorithm into two
parts, namely, scheduling and routing, thereby reducing
the computational overhead of the centralized control. The
system selects a subset of duplication data in the scheduling
step, and the subsequent routing step only considers these
selected subsets, thus significantly reducing the search space
and making global scheduling more efficient. As the SDN
gradually becomes a new specification, it transfers the net-
work control from the distributed protocol to the control
plane of logic centralization, and gets increasing attention
by virtue of flexible network management and rapidly sup-
ports the deployment of new functions. Most schemes are
using the SDN paradigm; SWAN [6] collects the network
topology and the global view of the traffic request through
the SDN and then reconfigures the network data plane to
match the current traffic requirements depending on the
SDN specifications. The centralized controller directly
updates the forwarding status of the switch, while control-
ling the traffic and flow rate of each service, thereby realizing
more bandwidth and increasing the traffic carried by the
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Figure 1: Application layer scheduling.
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inter-DC WAN. [15] proposed an SDN-based traffic man-
agement system. Centralized control is mainly reflected in
collecting network events and traffic statistics reported by
OFA-switches through traffic management (TM) to obtain
global network status information. TM allocates bandwidth
for flow groups (FG). [16] designed an Amoeba system,
which consists of a controller and site brokers in a logical
set. The controller is responsible for maintaining global
information on the network bandwidth and interactive traf-
fic requirements and performing space-time resource alloca-
tion. Each DC has a site broker, which regularly predicts and
reports to the controller the interactive flow demand of the
local DC and realizes the decision of the controller by coor-
dinating the bandwidth execution. [17] presented a hybrid
SDN-MPLS architecture in the data center network, with
the rerouting procedure to achieve the desired network
activity.

2.2. Distributed Architecture. Autopilot [18] is Microsoft’s
infrastructure for automated DC management. Autopilot is
a distributed system, and the components do not depend
on each other. It includes functional modules for automated
software provisioning and deployment, system monitoring,
and performing maintenance operations. The two most
important principles of Autopilot design are fault tolerance
and simplicity: the objective of fault tolerance is to minimize
the dependencies between components and prevent a tem-
porary single point of failure from affecting the entire clus-
ter. IP anycast is the foundation of some critical network
infrastructures; however, its efficiency has long been in ques-
tion. [19] proposed passive and active measurement
methods and analyzed the inefficiency in the deployment
of root DNS server IP anycast. With a part of the geograph-
ical indications in BGP loaded as prompts, more informa-
tion was provided for the routing process to make path
selection among multiple paths of equal length. This
approach adopts a typical distributed idea, but it is difficult
to advance the large-scale deployment smoothly due to the
need to modify the protocol. Some methods have been pro-
posed in the field of P2P research to realize a balance
between maximizing link utilization and ensuring the fair-
ness of multicast sessions. [20] designed an application-
layer multicast system, called SplitStream, which uses a for-
est of multicast trees (a group of multicast trees) to distribute
data to balance the forwarding load and achieve fault toler-
ance. Experiments showed that this method outperforms
other application-layer multicast systems in increasing the
bandwidth of data transmission. [21] proposed a dual dis-
tributed algorithm to maximize the performance of multi-
cast trees in multipath scenarios. The fairness between
different applications can be achieved by selecting different
performance functions for the applications. A general
trustworthiness-based evaluation scheme (TVRS) [22] is
proposed to analyze vehicle trust and obtain high-quality
information. TVRS is studied for data sensing in dynamic
distributed networked systems (DNS). Almadani et al. [23]
proposed the distributed SDN control plane framework
(DSF)—a framework for the East/West interface for hetero-
geneous, distributed SDN controllers that used a standard-

ized data-centric real-time publish/subscribe paradigm
(called Data Distribution Service (DDS)) to synchronize
topologies. [24] presented a complete software model of a
software-defined data center (SDDC) that provided three
different functions such as controller location, routing, and
load balancing through different RL-agents in the SDDC.

2.3. Improve Network Utilization. Google realizes that the
overconfiguration method makes the average utilization rate
of WAN links usually 30%-40%, which will cause a huge
waste of bandwidth. To improve bandwidth utilization,
Google adopted the centralized TE method in B4 [7]. B4
controls the network edge, utilizes the available network
capacity by multipath forwarding based on the application
priority, and dynamically redistributes the bandwidth in case
of link/switch failure or application demand change. These
features enable many links to achieve 100% utilization, and
all links can achieve an average utilization of 70% over a long
period of time, with a 2-3-time efficiency improvement com-
pared to the current state. TE shares bandwidth for multiple
applications among multiple paths that may be used. Its
objective is to realize max-min fairness allocation by applica-
tion, which can achieve fairness on the premise of maximiz-
ing link utilization. To achieve max-min fairness, B4
designed its own TE optimization algorithm, including tun-
nel group generation and tunnel group quantization.
Calendaring [10] reserves resources in advance for WAN
traffic. The objective of Tempus is to satisfy the transmission
requests of long-period flows, while leaving sufficient band-
width for high-priority flows. Tempus utilizes the LP algo-
rithm to maximize the number of tasks completed before
the deadline and maximize total network utilization. [15]
proposed the idea of multiclass QoS-guaranteed IDC traffic
management model (MCTEQ), which can ensure end-to-
end delay of high-priority traffic by allocating bandwidth
jointly for traffic of different priority levels. For traffic of
the same priority, the piecewise linear approximation of
the utility function is used to equitably distribute the flow
rate and finally achieve higher bandwidth utilization. Con-
sidering the heterogeneous needs of elephant flow requests
and mouse flow requests in a data center networks. Sun
et al. [25] proposed an efficient orchestration algorithm for
online service function chains (SFC) requests, reducing the
delay experienced by small flows while improving the accep-
tance ratio for user requests. The work [26] provided flow
splitter (FS), a deep reinforcement learning- (DRL-) based
flow scheduler which enables hybrid optical-electrical
switching-based data center network (HOE-DCN) to make
instant flow scheduling according to the runtime network
conditions.

The DIT is a pragmatic and challenging solution com-
pared to existing works. DIT is designed to be a centralized
control system that maximizes the use of network resources.
Simultaneously, DIT optimizes the inter-DC multicast based
on the predicted remaining bandwidth resources of each link
on the available paths. DIT develops and integrates all
required operations into a unified platform, allowing them
to interact and optimize each other to improve the overall
resource utilization of the inter-DC network.
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3. Background and Problem

We first present insights into the dynamic deployment of
hybrid traffic on interdata center networks—dynamic band-
width isolation mechanism, then initialize some basic defini-
tions of interdata center networks, and finally, consider the
scheduling and routing issues of overlay networks introduc-
ing the idea of bottleneck links and formulating a set of
constraints.

3.1. Background. The traffic in inter-DCs can be character-
ized as a hybrid deployment of rigid traffic (online traffic)
and multicast elastic traffic (offline traffic). The first is a
delay-sensitive high-priority traffic; although the proportion
of total traffic is small, it needs to be fully met. The second is
a delay-insensitive traffic of large-scale transmission, which
needs to be completed before the deadline. The DIT system
we designed is a mixed deployment system of online and off-
line. Here, a custom sliding k algorithm is designed for
online traffic prediction. The offline scheduling in DIT refers
to elastic traffic scheduling. When scheduling, we need to
consider the bandwidth limitation of the dedicated line
[27] and the unschedulable rigid traffic in the dedicated line.
For rigid traffic, we allow the elastic traffic to be sent at a
time when the rigid traffic is low, to minimize the peak-to-
average ratio of the flow on the line, thereby delaying the line
expansion. This process is called traffic reshaping [28].

To prevent delay-sensitive flows from being negatively
affected by burst bulk-data transmission, sliding k is used
to design and respond to sensitive network changes. In other
words, when online traffic is oscillating (sensitive), more
attention is paid to any sudden increase or decrease, while
referring to the information obtained when historical online
traffic remained unchanged (stable). When there is a sudden
increase or decrease in online traffic in the network, it is
clear that the more recent observations should obviously
be assigned a higher weight, while the older observations
should be assigned a lower weight. The DIT traffic predic-
tion scheme for dynamic bandwidth separation of elastic
traffic can no longer use a bandwidth with a fixed threshold.
In real time, for elastic flow adjustment of the available
bandwidth, the rigid flow value is constantly predicted, and
the scheduling decisions are automatically adjusted on the
basis of the forecasted results, flexible response to the net-
work environment, and make full use of bandwidth. When
rigid traffic occupies more bandwidth and reaches its peak,
the dynamic bandwidth separation mechanism responds to
this, making elastic traffic reduce its occupied bandwidth
and avoid congestion. When the rigid flow occupies less
bandwidth and reaches its valley, the dynamic bandwidth
separation mechanism will allocate more bandwidth to the
elastic traffic and make full use of the remaining bandwidth.
Because the dynamic bandwidth separation mechanism can
make full use of the remaining bandwidth, elastic traffic can
take up more bandwidth, thus reducing the time required for
elastic traffic transmission.

3.2. Preliminary. Let G = ðV , EÞ be a directed acyclic graph,
which is used to represent the interdata center network. V

denotes the node set, where each node v ∈ V can be a data
center. E denotes the link set, where each est ∈ E represents
the virtual link from source data center s to destination data
center d with corresponding link capacity Csd . We assume
that the system consists of some users, n core-DC agents,
m severs, and a system controller. The set of core-DC agents
is denoted by a vector M = fM1,M2,⋯,Mng. The set of
severs is denoted by a vector N = fN1,N2,⋯,Nmg.

Considering the centralized strategy used in the model,
we assume that each core-DC agent independently assigns
its tasks to the server according to the probability distribu-
tion. Thus, core-DC agent Mi should find probability ρij
assigned tasks to server j to minimize the expected execution
time of its tasks. The probability of agent Mi is denoted by
vector ρi = fρi1, ρi2,⋯, ρimg, and ∑m

j=1ρij = 1. We assume
that on a particular link e, A transfer represents a Tenants’
data delivery demand from the source data center to the des-
tination data center, which is specified as a tuple f i = fDi,
Ts
i , Td

i , vig, where Di is the traffic volume, Ts
i is the transmis-

sion starting time, Td
i is the deadline, and vi is the expected

transfer rate. vi can be obtained by

vi =
Di

Td
i − Ts

i

: ð1Þ

Further, at a specific time slot t, we organize all existing
transfers that are waiting to be transmitted from the source
sever as a set Ft and denote the total of transfers as jFtj. Sim-
ilarly, the transmitting transfer set is represented as Ft , and
we use Bt to represent the bandwidth these transfers have
occupied, which is calculated as

Bt = 〠
f i∈Ft

vi: ð2Þ

Once ρij is determined, core-DC agent i will send tasks
to server j at a rate BijðtÞ given by BijðtÞ = BiðtÞρijðtÞ. More-
over, the available processing capacity of each server for
core-DC agent Mi is denoted by vector Ci = fc1i , c2i ,⋯, cmi g,
where cjiðtÞ = cjðtÞ − ∑n

k=1,k≠iρkjðtÞBkðtÞ indicates the avail-
able bandwidth from core-DC agent i to server j.

3.3. Problem Formulation and Constraints. Regarding the
scheduling and routing problems of the overlay network,
Table 1 summarizes the key symbols used and the physical
meaning of the symbols.

We consider a case where the sending node s (source)
wishes to send a data block with data file size F to the receiv-
ing node d (destination). To take advantage of the overlay
path between the source and destination DCs, each data file
is split into multiple data blocks and transmitted in batches.
The DIT updates the scheduling decision every scheduling
period ΔT . Based on the network conditions in the current
cycle, an appropriate scheduling method is used to schedule
the elastic traffic so that the elastic traffic can make full use of
the remaining bandwidth of the available links and improve
the utilization of the links.
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We need to find the bottleneck link. The bottleneck link
includes both intradomain and interdomain bottlenecks.
Us,scðtÞ and Ddc,dðtÞ represent the traffic that can be sent
by the uplink and the traffic that can be received by the
downlink in time t, respectively, which we call intradomain
bottlenecks. Psc,mcðtÞ, Pmc,dcðtÞ, and Nsc,dcðtÞ represent the
traffic that can be sent by the interdomain link in time t.
The first two items refer to the interdomain bottlenecks of

the bypass scheme, and the third item refers to the nonby-
pass interdomain bottlenecks. Regardless of whether the bot-
tleneck link is an intradomain bottleneck or an interdomain
bottleneck, we need to compare the remaining bandwidth of
all the interdomain links that bypass and not bypass, find the
interdomain bottleneck link, and choose a solution without
interdomain bottlenecks.

Input: the input parameters of the DIT are as follows:
Networking information (bandwidth): is total_traffic,

including the total bandwidth of the Core-DC, and the total
bandwidth of each DC to which each Core-DC belongs.

Original rigid traffic: in which onups,sc, ondodc,d and
onrei,j denote the rigid traffic on the uplink, downlink, and
interdomain link, respectively, in each cycle.

Demand information for elastic traffic (demand.txt):
including demand number, start time, end time, source
IDC, destination IDC, demand traffic size, schedule update
interval ΔT .

Output: the output of DIT is as follows:
The kth period Tk, the bandwidth allocation of the pre-

dicted rigid traffic: preups,sc, predodc,d and prerei,j represent
the predicted bandwidth allocated to rigid traffic in each link
in each cycle for uplink, downlink and interdomain links,
respectively.

Calculate the actual remaining bandwidth that can be
allocated to elastic traffic, including realups,sc, realdodc,d and
realregi,j, which represent the actual remaining traffic on
the uplink, downlink, and interdomain link in each cycle,
respectively. Therefore, the actual traffic can be compared
with the predicted traffic.

The kth period Tk, the total utilization of each link (rigid
traffic plus elastic traffic).

The kth period Tk, the scheduling and routing results of
each link’s elastic traffic. Scheduling refers to the scheduling
of elastic traffic, that is, the amount of data in elastic traffic
transmitted on each link in each cycle. Routing refers to
the selection of the transmission path of the data blocks
scheduled in each cycle, and whether to bypass or not is
judged based on the remaining bandwidth of the bottleneck
link of the optional path.

3.3.1. Constraint. Regarding the bypass scheme, we need to
find the interdomain bottleneck link of the bypass scheme,
i.e., we need to compare the predicted residual traffic values
of each interdomain link on the bypass path. Because the
scheduling process is based on the predicted residual traffic,
the segment of the interdomain link that finds the lowest
predicted residual traffic is used as the bottleneck of the
bypass scheme, that is:

Pbottleneck ið Þ tð Þ =min Psc,mc 1ð Þ tð Þ,⋯Pmc n−1ð Þ,mc nð Þ tð Þ, Pmc nð Þ,dc tð Þ
� �

:

ð3Þ

In each cycle, regardless of the scheme used, finding the
interdomain bottleneck link requires calculating the remain-
ing traffic of each interdomain link. This in turn requires
comparing the predicted remaining traffic of each

Table 1: Summary of parameters and their descriptions.

Network model input parameters

F The size of a data file

s Source node

d Destination node

ΔT Scheduling cycle

total traffic
Networking information, that is, the region to which
each link belongs, and the total bandwidth of each

link

P s,dð Þ Set of paths between source and destination DC pairs

p Specific path p between source and destination DC
pairs

l Link l on the path

onups,sc
In each cycle, the amount of rigid traffic in the uplink

direction (DC to supercore direction)

ondodc,d
In each cycle, the amount of rigid traffic in the
downlink direction (supercore to DC direction)

onrei, j In each cycle, the rigid flow of each link between
supercores

Output variables

preups,sc
In each cycle, the prediction of the uplink is allocated

to the bandwidth of the rigid traffic

predodc,d
In each cycle, the prediction of the downlink is
allocated to the bandwidth of the rigid traffic

prerei,j
In each cycle, the prediction of each link between

supercores is allocated to the bandwidth of the rigid
traffic

realups,sc
The actual amount of remaining traffic on the uplink

in each cycle

realdodc,d
The actual amount of remaining traffic on the

downlink in each cycle

realregi,j
The actual remaining traffic of each link between

supercores in each cycle

Internal and decision variables for epoch t

Us,sc tð Þ The amount of traffic that the uplink can send in
time t

Ddc,d tð Þ The amount of traffic that the downlink can receive
in time t

RPtraffic tð Þ Predicted remaining traffic in time t

Rtraffic tð Þ The remaining traffic in time t

Bp tð Þ Bandwidth allocated for data blocks sent on path p in
time t

Cl tð Þ Link capacity in time t
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interdomain link with the actual remaining traffic and then
finding the lowest value as the remaining traffic (the bottle-
neck link), i.e.,

RPtraffic tð Þ = total traffic tð Þ − predict tð Þ, ð4Þ

Rtraffic tð Þ =min RPtraffic tð Þ, real tð Þð Þ: ð5Þ
The bandwidth BpðtÞ allocated on path p must not

exceed the capacity of any link l in p, i.e.,

Bp tð Þ ⩽min Cs,sc tð Þ, Csc,mc 1ð Þ tð Þ,⋯Cmc n−1ð Þ,mc nð Þ tð Þ, Cmc nð Þ,dc tð Þ, Cdc,d tð Þ
� �

:

ð6Þ

For all paths through a link, the total allocated band-
width of this link should not exceed its capacity.

Cl tð Þ ⩾ 〠
p∈P

Bp tð Þ, ∀l ∈ p: ð7Þ

When DtrafficðΔTÞ ⩽ RtrafficðΔTÞ, the data blocks of the
elastic traffic DtrafficðΔTÞ selected to be sent in each cycle
can be transmitted within ΔT , and the predicted and actual
remaining traffic are updated.

Dtraffic ΔTð Þ = 0,

RPtraffic ΔTð Þ = RPtraffic ΔTð Þ −Dtraffic ΔTð Þ,
Real ΔTð Þ = Real ΔTð Þ −Dtraffic ΔTð Þ:

8>><
>>:

ð8Þ

When DtrafficðΔTÞ > RtrafficðΔTÞ, the data blocks of the
elastic traffic DtrafficðΔTÞ that is selected to be sent in each
cycle cannot be transmitted within ΔT . We need to update
the elastic traffic demand and the predicted and actual
remaining traffic; thus, the remaining elastic traffic can con-
tinue to be transmitted in the next cycle.

Dtraffic ΔTð Þ =Dtraffic ΔTð Þ − Rtraffic ΔTð Þ,
RPtraffic ΔTð Þ = RPtraffic ΔTð Þ − Rtraffic ΔTð Þ,
Real ΔTð Þ = Real ΔTð Þ − Rtraffic ΔTð Þ:

8>><
>>:

ð9Þ

All elastic traffic needs to be transmitted before the dead-
line. If not, they will be discarded.

Dtraffic tð Þ ⩽ 〠
N

k=1
〠
p∈P

Bp Tkð Þt ⩽ deadlinedemand: ð10Þ

3.3.2. Objective Function.

U =
∑N

k=1∑p∈PBp Tkð Þ
Cl

: ð11Þ

The link utilization of link l during a period of time is
calculated using Equation (11). Maximizing link utilization
as proposed in this paper refers to allocating the maximum
available bandwidth resources to a network deployed with

a mix of online and offline traffic. This means that the band-
width resources allocated to online and offline traffic on link
l as a percentage of the bandwidth capacity of link l is
maximized.

4. DIT System Overview

In this section, we elaborate on the design of the DIT system
in detail. It mainly involves the centralized architecture, the
design objectives, and the description of the bypass scheme.

4.1. Centralized Architecture. The DIT system design is a
centralized control overlay system, including DIT controller,
agent monitor, agent, and network agent. The objective of
DIT is to maximize the utilization of network resources
and optimize inter-DC multicasts based on the remaining
bandwidth resources on each link of the predicted available
path. To make full use of overlay path optimization schedul-
ing and improve link utilization, batch data transmission is
dynamically optimized through time-varying networks.
The DIT system uses a centralized controller to obtain the
latest global link information. The traditional distributed
solution relies on the local reactive decision of a single
server. It is difficult to explore all the available coverage
paths, because of the inability to obtain global information,
and may result in locally optimal scheduling decisions.

The real-time centralized scheduling method needs to
maintain global state information, which has a large compu-
tational overhead, and the transmission of large amounts of
data usually takes several tens of seconds. To achieve near-
optimal routing and scheduling based on a global perspec-
tive, the slight delay caused by this can be accepted. The
overall architecture of the DIT is shown in Figure 2.

Global information is stored and maintained in the cen-
tralized control module. First, the demand information of
the elastic flow is inputted, and the scheduling task, demand
number, start time, end time, source IDC, destination IDC,
and size of demand flows are initialized. Second, it needs
to store networking information (total_traffic), i.e., the
region to which each link belongs, and the total bandwidth
of each link. Networking status information, including net-
work uplink, downlink, and interdomain link usage. If it is
a rigid traffic amplification mode, the rigid traffic amplifica-
tion will be performed first, and then, the utilization of each
link will be counted. When performing network topology
task allocation based on the routing and scheduling deci-
sions of the controller, considering the interaction between
the agent and the network topology and actual data trans-
mission, the bandwidth is allocated for each data transmis-
sion through the agent.

We must continuously maintain the rigid traffic, actual
remaining traffic, and predicted remaining traffic on each
link in the current cycle. When the centralized control mod-
ule is started, the demands will be loaded into the system,
and the centralized controller will maintain the demands
table through the scheduling of the system. If the parameters
in the network configuration indicate that the current mode
is the amplification mode, when the centralized control
module is started, the network must be amplified, i.e., the
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value of total_traffic is amplified. After each period of sched-
uling is completed, the centralized control module will cal-
culate the link utilization of each link and the completion
of each demand and record it.

Module description of DIT architecture components is
as follows.

4.1.1. Centralized Control. The traffic information is read
from the agent monitor, including the original rigid traffic
and elastic traffic demand, and the predicted remaining traf-
fic, which is the estimated remaining traffic of a certain link
calculated by the prediction algorithm in a certain period.
The network configuration and WAN topology are obtained
from the network agent, and the maintenance traffic needs
are updated in real time as the scheduling is unfolded. The
global information required for elastic traffic scheduling is
obtained, scheduling decisions are calculated, and finally,
scheduling and updates are performed. The routing decision
determines whether bypass is required and then updates the
remaining traffic of the link.

Our DIT controller is a customized controller. First, DIT
controller obtains source block_id, block_num, server_sta-
tus, and other information from the agent monitor and pre-
dicts the collected rigid traffic. Then, the DIT controller
plans the subtasks based on the network status, existing task
status, link capacity, and other information. If the subtask
selects a source that is not schedulable within the flow com-
pletion time (and the allocated bandwidth of the subtask
cannot meet the minimum bandwidth requirement), set
the schedule value of the subtask to true and inform the
agent. When the DIT controller captures the subtask that
needs to be scheduled, if it is the scheduling of a source that
cannot be scheduled within the flow completion time, the
DIT controller will check the remaining fragments of the
subtask and whether there is available bandwidth. When
scheduling subtasks with insufficient bandwidth, the DIT
controller checks the remaining fragments of the subtasks
and whether it can produce a scheduling result that meets
the deadline. After a period of time, when no new scheduling
results are generated, the DIT controller does not make any
modifications to the subtasks. As the new scheduled task
arrives, the DIT controller updates the remaining fragments
of the subtasks and generates new subtasks. When the sub-
task completes the transmission of all the fragments, the

DIT controller modifies the subtask status to complete, per-
forms persistent storage, and deletes it from the memory.
Finally, when the task is completed, the DIT controller
changes the task status to complete, performs persistent
storage, and deletes it from the memory.

4.1.2. Agent Monitor. Used to poll the status of the agent and
task completion and update the status of the Agent and its
running tasks to the DIT controller, the DIT controller
obtains the configuration that needs to be updated and
delivers it to the agent.

The agent monitor obtains the tasks and subtasks that
need to be updated from the DIT controller and sends them
to the agent. Subsequently, the agent monitor polls the sub-
tasks waiting to be scheduled and at the same time updates
the status of the subtasks to the DIT controller. When the
agent monitor obtains the update of the subtask, it informs
the agent. Once the agent monitor has polled all the agents,
it informs the DIT controller of all the updated statuses, and
the DIT controller knows that the subtask has been com-
pleted. Finally, the agent monitor informs the agent that
the subtask can be deleted. The release process of the task
is the same as the release process of the subtask.

4.1.3. Agent. Receiving instructions from the DIT controller,
each agent generates traffic requirements and runs locally,
checking the local status, including the data transfer status
(which data blocks have arrived, which data blocks have
not been completed) and the availability of the agent server
and disk failure. Agent represents the management software
running on each server. The agent controls the local man-
agement information which uses Linux Traffic Control (tc)
to force a limit on the total bandwidth usage of inter-DC
multicast traffic.

Agent submits new task requirements to DIT controller
through agent monitor. At the same time, the agent contin-
uously records tasks and subtasks and then establishes con-
nections with other agents or sources based on the subtask
information to initiate transmission. For the subtask with
schedule=true, the agent will generate a callback message
to the DIT controller whenever the specified number of steps
(schedule_step) is completed. Subsequently, the agent stops
the transmission of the subtask (DISCUSS: continue to
transmit the next schedule_step fragments to avoid wasting

Topology

Network agent

Agent Agent Agent

Agent monitor

Trafc demand
DIT controller

Network confg

Trafc predict Schedule route decisions

Figure 2: DIT Framework.
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the bandwidth in the waiting time, but only one schedule_
step can be transmitted). However, if the agent is told to
continue the subtask, it will transmit according to the origi-
nal fragment order. When a subtask update is encountered,
the transmission is performed according to the modified
subtask. Once the agent checks that all the fragments of a
task have been completed, the status of the task is set to
complete.

4.1.4. Network Agent. Tracking topology and network
resource utilization: information about topology changes is
sent to the DIT controller every ΔT = 5 s, and information
is collected and reported on traffic to the relevant topology.
The network agent is also responsible for reliably updating
and switching to different network topologies as required
by the controller.

The network agent dynamically obtains the information
of each link of the topology file, including the total traffic of
each link of intra-DC (total_traffic), inter-DC link traffic
(regions_traffic), upload traffic (up_traffic), and download
traffic (down_traffic).

4.2. Design Objectives. We discuss our design objectives and
summarize their implementation.

4.2.1. Effective Usage of Remaining Bandwidth. In the case of
mixed deployment scenario, online traffic and offline traffic
share the same bandwidth resources. When a fixed band-
width separation strategy is adopted, a threshold is set for
the bandwidth available for elastic traffic. The amount of
bandwidth that can be occupied by elastic traffic is limited
to this range. Even if there is a surplus of bandwidth allo-
cated to rigid traffic, elastic traffic cannot exceed this thresh-
old to use the remaining traffic. As a result, a large amount
of bandwidth is wasted. We further propose a dynamic
bandwidth separation DIT. With the continuous prediction
of online traffic, the scheduling decisions are automatically
adjusted, and the available bandwidth for bulk data trans-
mission is corrected in real time, thereby fully utilizing the
network bandwidth.

4.2.2. Global Optimal. In a distributed architecture, the path
calculation strategy of data flow is rigid, and traffic schedul-
ing lacks flexibility. It is difficult to dynamically adapt to net-
work state changes. Moreover, a distributed control strategy
cannot make full use of the limited resources of the network
to achieve dynamic optimization of network performance,
particularly in an environment where the growth rate of net-
work traffic far exceeds the speed of network infrastructure
replacement. Maximize DIT is a completely centralized
architecture of an application level multicast overlay net-
work that allows a central controller to maintain an up-to-
date global view of the server’s data transfer status. Dynam-
ically balancing the availability of various data blocks can
help significantly improve the overlay multicast perfor-
mance, which is critical to achieving near-optimal perfor-
mance, while further accelerating the speed of multicast
mass data transmission.

4.2.3. Reduce the Overhead of Global Scheduling. With the
increase in the number of inter-DC overlay paths, the indi-
vidual servers cannot explore all the available overlay paths
based on local measurements alone. This widens the search
space for finding usable paths and exponentially increases
the centralized computing overhead. The computing over-
head of the centralized controller can be significantly
reduced by decoupling scheduling and routing steps. Since
the scheduling step selects a subset of blocks and only con-
siders the selected blocks in subsequent routing steps, the
search space is significantly reduced. To avoid link satura-
tion, a congestion threshold is introduced. A bypass strategy
is used to fully utilize hidden resources to achieve load
balancing.

Among them, (1) efficient use of the remaining band-
width corresponds to the sliding-k algorithm, as detailed in
[14]; (2) global optimality corresponds to the centralized
control module of the DIT architecture; (3) reduction of
the global scheduling overhead corresponds to the design
of the scheduling and routing decoupling in Section 5.

4.3. Inter-DC Bypass Scheme. Geographically distributed
DCs are connected through a dedicated WAN to transmit
a large amount of inter-DC traffic. The services carried by
the DC network are dominated by multicast services, such
as multimedia (music, video, etc.) and cloud computing
(electronic maps, social networks, etc.). This multicast traffic
will cause a large amount of data and content copying.
Application-level overlay networks [29] can be used to
reduce the completion time of inter-DC multicast. However,
the overlay network of the traditional multicast routing
method only uses a path between the sender and the receiver
and selects a low-latency link for routing, ignoring other net-
work links that can be used with a longer delay. With the
increase in the amount of data transmitted on the Internet,
the traditional multicast overlay network method will cause
congestion and packet loss, making it necessary for
retransmission.

Considering the overall bandwidth usage, our objective
was to make full use of the unused remaining bandwidth
to improve IDC resource utilization, thus minimizing
inter-DC congestion, so as to transfer data backup and
update data transmission between different DCs. By com-
bining multipath technology with overlay multicast, we pro-
posed a DIT system to divide large chunks of data into
several blocks. The data blocks are scheduled across multiple
paths and multiple hops. Scheduling is driven by predicting
the remaining bandwidth available on the link. DIT period-
ically (by default every 5 s) updates routing and scheduling
decisions in a centralized manner to maximize the use of
remaining resources.

The overlay network is to build a virtual network on top
of the existing physical network. The nodes of the overlay
network are connected through the underlying network, so
path exploration and maintenance can be actively per-
formed. The bottleneck link of a path is defined as the link
with the smallest capacity in the path. The overlay routing
[30] can be used to deal with the link bypass problem. Our
DIT scheduling scheme uses the bottleneck-bypass method,
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which can quickly find the best available path, thereby
avoiding congestion and improving WAN performance
and fairness.

Figure 3 shows the available paths for sending data traffic
from the source DC to the destination DC (including bypass
and nonbypass schemes). An example of delivering a large
object F (shown by red line, the arrow represents the direc-
tion of propagation of the flow instance) from source to des-
tination has a volume of 100 units. We have two types of
links with capacities of 1 and 10 units of traffic per time unit
(shown by the black line). In setup #1, we can use a multicast
paths to connect the source to destination which allow us to
transmit at the bottleneck rate of 1 to bypass and nonbypass
schemes. In the setup #2, assigning a rate of 1 to the nonby-
pass attached to destination DC and a rate of 9 to the bypass
to destination DC will achieve this goal while respecting link
capacity over all links (the Soure to SRC_core link and Des_
core to Destination link are the bottleneck). In this paper, we
aim to avoid congestion and improve the utilization of net-
work resources by selecting bottleneck-bypass mechanism.

5. Scheduling and Routing Algorithms

Considering the motivations and challenges discussed above,
show the design details of our DIT system scheduling and
routing. In addition, we explain how to rationally select
bypass paths.

5.1. Traffic Scheduling. The scheduling cycle of the DIT
system is 5 s, using the deadline closer to the principle of
priority to schedule elastic traffic. In each round of the
cycle, the time interval of the selected demand includes
all the elastic traffic requirements of the cycle for schedul-
ing. The higher the deadline, the higher the priority. If the
elastic traffic demand is greater than the remaining traffic
of the bottleneck link on the demand path within the cur-
rent period, the elastic traffic demand is scheduled
depending on the size of the remaining traffic, and the
unscheduled part of the demand continues to participate
in the scheduling of subsequent cycles. In particular, when
the remaining traffic of the bottleneck link on the demand

Rate = 1

F = 100

Rate = 1

Source

Src_core

Mid_core

Des_core

Destination

Rate = 1

F = 100

Rate = 9

Source

Src_core

Mid_core

Des_core

Destination

C = 1
C = 10

Setup ⧣1

Setup ⧣2

Figure 3: Examples of bottleneck-bypass overlay paths.
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path during the current period is zero, the scheduling of
the demand will be delayed to the next period, and so
on. If an elastic traffic demand still has unscheduled traffic
after its deadline, this part of the demand will be discarded
and no longer scheduled. If the elastic traffic demand is
less than the remaining traffic of the bottleneck link on
the demand path within the period, the elastic traffic
demand is fully scheduled.

5.2. Routing. The routing process is decoupled from the
scheduling process mentioned above, which significantly
reduces the computational overhead of the centralized con-
troller. In each cycle of the scheduling process, a subset of data
files is selected to be scheduled until all the data files are sched-
uled or the unscheduled parts are discarded beyond the dead-
line. The routing process decides which path to select and
allocates bandwidth to transfer the selected data files. In each
routing process, we only consider the data block selected in
the current scheduling cycle for routing, so the search space

is significantly reduced. When the following two conditions
are met, bypassing is considered to obtain a greater value,
and detour links should be selected: (1) the utilization rate of
the interdomain link planned to be used when not bypassing
has exceeded 60%; (2) the remaining traffic of the bottleneck
link in the bypass scheme is greater than the remaining traffic
of the link used when nonbypassing.

5.3. Algorithm. Algorithm 1 describes the entire scheduling
and routing process of the DIT. First, the elastic flow
demand that conforms to the time range of the current cycle
is selected for scheduling. In lines 4-13, the demand to be
scheduled is sorted by the urgency of the deadline, and the
demand list and scheduling time of each demand are then
updated. Lines 15-22 are the routing processes. We need to
find the bottleneck link and judge whether the demand needs
to be bypassed. The remaining traffic of the bypass and nonby-
pass interdomain links is calculated separately, and the scheme
with the largest remaining traffic is selected. In addition,

Require: Load initial remaining traffic information for each link globally; Load Rigid traffic (total_traffic) between IDCs.
Ensure: Routing result
1: running time = lenðc:demandsÞ
2: while ts <max ts do
3: //Initialize:
4: demand_sorted=sorted(demands.end_time)
5: demand_id=demand_sorted[i].id
6: start_t=c.demands[demand_id].start
7: end_t=c.demands[demand_id].end
8: demand_traffic=c.demands[demand_id].tra
9: source= c.demands[demand_id].src
10: destination= c.demands[demand_id].des
11: if (start_t≥ts)and(end_t≤ts)and(demand_traffic>0)

then
12: running_time[demand_id-1]+=schedule_cycle
13: end if
14: //Find bottleneck, determine whether to transfer
15: bottleneck=min(sourcecore_medicore_traffic,medicore_descore_traffic)
16: if (bottleneck>sourcecore_descore_traffic)and
17: (c.real_regions[sourcecore_descore])/
18:(total_region∗schedule_cycle<0.4)and BYPASS then
19: flag=True
20: else
21: flag=False
22: end if
23: //Schedule
24: if (src==soure_core)and(des==des_core) then
25: select_schedule( )
26: else if (src ≠ soure_core)and(des==des_core) then
27: select_schedule(src_srccore_traffic )
28: else if src == soure_core)and(des ≠ des_core) then
29: select_schedule( descore_des_traffic )
30: else
31: select_schedule(src_srccore_traffic,
32: descore_des_traffic )
33: end if
34: ts+=schedule_cycle
35:end while

Algorithm 1: Schedule Algorithm.
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before selecting the bypass scheme, it is necessary to meet the
link utilization of the nonbypass scheme that has exceeded
60% (avoid frequent switching between the bypass and non-
bypass schemes). Lines 24-33 are the scheduling processes. It
is necessary to determine whether the source and destination
DC are DCRs and then call the select_schedule() function.
Because of different source and destination conditions, the
condition of the remaining traffic of the links that needs to
be updated during the scheduling period is different. In the last
34 lines, we need to update ts and discard unscheduled
demand that is beyond the deadline.

The time complexity for the DIT to find the bottlenecks
and decide whether to undertake the bypass solution is Oð
NÞ. The DIT needs to rely on the agent for traffic informa-
tion, and in the normal case, the message complexity is
O(N2) due to the all-to-all communication model. In a cen-
tralized control process, the communication cost rises to
O(N3) for secure transmission to the agent. Therefore, the
time complexity of the DIT system when running is O(N3).

6. Setup

We implemented DIT and deployed it in Huawei’s experi-
mental Intranet. There are three super_cores (DCRs) in
North District (Beijing), East District (Nanjing), and South

District (Dongguan). There are 100 servers in each DC of
the region where each super_core is located. The uplink
and downlink rates are the same, i.e., 100MB/s, the schedul-
ing period is 5 s, the total bandwidth of the interdomain link
is 50G, and the total bandwidth of the interdomain link in
the augmentation mode is 60G.

Our testbed consists of the DIT controller, agent moni-
tor, agents, and network agent. The duplications of the
DIT controller are implemented on three different geo-
located DCRs.

The agent monitor sends control messages between the
controller and agent servers. Agent monitor uses the HTTP
POST protocol to send control messages between the con-
troller and the servers. The topology information of Hua-
wei’s network is dynamically collected by the network
monitor. Network agent tracks topology and traffic with
the help of switches. The network agent pass messages about
topology changes to the controller immediately and collect
and report information about flows at the granularity of
OpenFlow rules (ΔT = 5 s). DIT reads the elastic traffic and
rigid traffic datasets, where the rigid traffic is the real datasets
of each link of Huawei’s network, and the elastic traffic is a
simulation datasets of 300 demands randomly generated,
and the congestion threshold by setting–limit-bottleneck in
each data block schedule and router.
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Figure 4: Original networking information.
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Figure 5: The first set of intradomain link analysis.
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The DIT experimental platform is built with Python.
Simulations are conducted on a PC with a Core i7,
3.4GHz CPU, 16GB RAM, Windows 10, and Python3.
DIT can be seamlessly integrated with any inter-DC com-
munication patterns. First, the original rigid traffic datasets
need to be processed to calculate the actual rigid traffic of
each link in the network and then send to the centralized
control module. In the case of networking and rigid traffic
amplification mode, the data preprocessing module will
perform the rigid traffic amplification before performing
statistics. We speculate that our implementation should
be applicable to other companies’ DCs too.

7. Experimental Evaluation

To explore the performance of time-varying systems that set
a safety threshold for link utilization under the centralized
control platform, we should explore under what conditions
the interdomain link will become a bottleneck and whether
the bottle-bypass scheme will improve system performance.
For this system, four sets of experiments are designed based
on the two thresholds of link utilization security threshold
and whether the network and rigid traffic are amplified.
Security threshold for link utilization: 80% or 100% (with
or without a threshold). When the utilization of a link
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Figure 6: The first set of interdomain link analyses.
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Figure 7: The second set of intradomain link analysis.
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reaches this safety threshold, transmission tasks will no lon-
ger be scheduled to that link, whether the networking and
rigid traffic are amplified: expanded or nonexpanded. Net-
work expansion method: The network is divided into three
regions, as shown in Figure 4. During the expansion, a
domain in which the total link bandwidth in the domain is
centered is found, and it is amplified to a given bandwidth
(here, 60G is selected). The multiple that needs to be ampli-
fied is recorded, and the bandwidth of each IDC in each
domain is amplified based on this multiple.

Rigid flow amplification method: each original rigid flow
file records the rigid flow for a day (24 h) on a path that
passes through 1 or 2 segments of the intradomain links

and will participate in the statistics of the rigid flow for those
links. The rigid flow is amplified to increase the peak value of
the rigid flow of links in each domain to approximately 60%
of the links. To this end, the multiples of the links in each
domain need to be amplified when they are not amplified,
and all the original rigid flow files involved in the statistics
of the rigid flow of this link are amplified in accordance with
this proportion. However, as mentioned earlier, each origi-
nal rigid traffic file may participate in the statistics of the
rigid traffic of links in 1 or 2 segment domains; therefore,
the multiple to be amplified in the rigid traffic statistics of
different links may not be the same. Therefore, in this exper-
iment, the smaller of the two amplification multiples is taken
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as the amplification multiple of the original rigid traffic file.
Thus, the peak of the rigid traffic of the amplified link may
be less than 60% of the total link traffic but close to 60%,
which can also achieve the purpose of amplification.

7.1. The Value of the Variable in the First Set of Experiments.
The safety threshold of link utilization is 100%; the network
and rigid traffic are not amplified.

Intradomain link analysis:
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show that the system can make full

use of the link capacity, and in the face of a large amount of
elastic traffic demand, the link utilization can be increased to
nearly 100%. Because the prediction is based on rigid traffic,
when there is a large fluctuation in rigid traffic, the predic-

tion effect will decrease, resulting in a slight decline in link
utilization. This explains why the red line in Figure 5(b) is
more jittery than Figure 5(a). The performance degradation
of the red line for some of the time periods in Figures 5(a)
and 5(b) is due to the arrival of the new transmission
demand. The bottleneck is at the other end of the path.
The current transmission capacity depends on the bottle-
neck, so only a relatively small amount of traffic can be
transmitted. If there remain other transmission require-
ments on this link at this moment, and the link is a bottle-
neck on the transmission demand path, the “gap” at this
moment will be filled. Among them, online denotes the
resource utilization of online traffic, DIT denotes the
dynamic bandwidth isolation scheme proposed in this
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Figure 10: The third set of interdomain link analyses.
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Figure 11: The fourth set of intradomain link analyses.
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paper, NotBypass denotes the case of no bypass, and SWAN
[6] and BDS [8] are both existing schemes for static band-
width isolation systems. SWAN applies multicommodity
flows (MCF) to allocate rates to maximize overall through-
put while selecting shorter paths. In contrast, NotBypass
uses the Dijkstra algorithm to find the shortest path. When
the network topology is relatively simple, the shortest paths
found by SWAN and NotBypass may be the same, so the
green curve and blue curve almost coincide.

Interdomain link analysis:
Figure 6(a) shows that the utilization of the interdomain

link Nanjing-Dongguan is up to approximately 75%, because
the size of interdomain traffic is limited by the uplink-
Nanjing bottleneck link. We find that the utilization of the
Nanjing-Dongguan interdomain link is almost the same (area)
in both DIT and NotBypass cases. By looking at Figures 6(b)

and 6(c), we can infer that there is a small amount of bypassed
traffic on the interdomain link in the DIT and SWAN cases.

7.2. The Value of the Variable in the Second Set of
Experiments. The safety threshold of link utilization is
100%, and the network and rigid traffic are amplified.

Intradomain link analysis:
Comparing Figures 7(a) and 7(b), the jitter is more pro-

nounced when the rigid traffic is amplified, further affecting
the jitter of the red line. However, the prediction gets better
overtime, with DIT significantly outperforming SWAN’s
65% intradomain link utilization.

7.3. Interdomain Link Analysis. After the networking and
rigid traffic expansion, the remaining traffic on the intrado-
main link may be greater than the remaining traffic on the
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Figure 12: The fourth set of interdomain link analyses.
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interdomain link, so the bottleneck may be on the interdo-
main link. Figure 8(a) shows that the utilization rate of the
interdomain link has reached 100%, indicating that the bot-
tleneck link is the interdomain link between Nanjing and
Dongguan. Figures 8(b) and 8(c) observe that the DIT
improves interdomain link utilization by an average of 18%
over the NotBypass solution when bypassed.

7.4. The Value of the Variables in the Third Set of
Experiments. Safety threshold of link utilization is 80%,
and the networking and rigid traffic are not amplified.

Intradomain link analysis:
When the link utilization safety threshold is changed from

100% to 80%, the available remaining traffic value of the link
in each cycle decreases, and the task requires more cycles to
complete. It is intuitively shown that the image becomes
“chubby.” Specifically, the link in Figure 9(a) is completed at
12:00, and the link in Figure 9(b) is delayed until nearly 13:00.

Interdomain link analysis:
When the upper limit of link utilization is changed from

100% to 80%, the interdomain link utilization drops by
approximately 20% in Figure 10. This is because the bottleneck
is still in the intradomain uplink-Nanjing under the condition
that the networking and rigid traffic are not expanded. The
traffic of the interdomain link is limited by the intradomain
link. Because the utilization of the intradomain uplink-
Nanjing is reduced from 100% to 80%, the transmissible elas-
tic traffic decreases, thereby decreasing the transmissible traffic
of the interdomain link. The utilization should also drop from
approximately 70% to approximately 50%.

7.5. The Value of the Variables in the Fourth Set of
Experiments. Safety threshold of link utilization is 80%; the
networking and rigid traffic are amplified. In the above analy-
sis of the mean of the uplink and downlink, we can also ana-
lyze the case of a single link.

7.6. Intradomain Link Analysis. A comparison between the
fourth group in Figure 11(d) and the second group in
Figure 11(b) shows that the transmission completion time
is delayed from 5:00 to 5:30.

This result is similar to the comparison between the
third and first groups as described above. Compared with
the fourth group in Figure 11(d) and the third group in
Figure 11(c), the rigid traffic and the network have been
expanded. The peak of the curve indicated in black increases
to 60%. This result is the same as the second one described
above. This result is consistent with the comparison result
between the second and first groups as mentioned above.
The comparison between the fourth group in Figure 11(d)
and the first group in Figure 11(a) shows that rigid traffic
and networking have been expanded, while the upper limit
of link utilization is changed from 100% to 80%, which is
reflected in the fact that the peak value of the black curve
is increased to 60%, and the red line is “chubby.”

7.7. Interdomain Link Analysis. After the networking and
rigid traffic are expanded, the bottleneck may shift from
intradomain links to interdomain links. Figure 12(c) shows
that when the utilization of the interdomain link Nanjing-

Dongguan reaches the upper limit (80%), the link can no
longer transmit tasks, so the transmission requirements that
originally needed to go through this link will be unable to
proceed. However, because this system uses the bottleneck-
bypass mode, the requirements that originally had to go
through the Nanjing-Dongguan link can choose to go through
the Nanjing-Beijing and Beijing-Dongguan links instead.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, in order to fully utilize hybrid interdata center
network link bandwidth, we proposed a new adaptive method
called DIT for online traffic prediction and offline scheduling.
With the help of a sliding-k prediction algorithm, the system
predicts the amount of online traffic in the next cycle and then
allocates the remaining bandwidth to the offline traffic. We
carefully design DIT controller and propose a bottleneck
bypass routing scheme to schedule the mixed traffic in the
shared inter-DC network. Through simulation, we prove the
outstanding performance of DIT compared with other related
methods. DIT system has improved interdomain link utiliza-
tion by 18% and intradomain link utilization by 65%. Our
future works include further improving the performance of
DIT and modifying the scheduling algorithm to enhance the
application-level performance in hybrid inter-DC. In the
future, the issues of traffic engineering for interdata center
need to be combined with congestion control, load balancing,
scalability, etc. It is also an open question to further exploit the
benefits of reconfigurable network technology to improve per-
formance metrics and scheduling objectives.
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